Monthly scenarios of relative humidity (R H ) were obtained for the Malaprabha river basin in India using a statistical downscaling technique. Large-scale atmospheric variables (air temperature and specific humidity at 925 mb, surface air temperature and latent heat flux) were chosen as predictors. The predictor variables are extracted from the (1) National Centers for Environmental Prediction reanalysis dataset for the period 1978-2000, and (2) simulations of the third generation Canadian Coupled Global Climate Model for the period 1978-2100. The objective of this study was to investigate the uncertainties in regional scenarios developed for R H due to the choice of emission scenarios (A1B, A2, B1 and COMMIT) and the predictors selected. Multi-linear regression with stepwise screening is the downscaling technique used in this study. To study the uncertainty in the regional scenarios of R H , due to the selected predictors, eight sets of predictors were chosen and a downscaling model was developed for each set. Performance of the downscaling models in the baseline period was studied using three measures (1) NashSutcliffe error estimate (E f ), (2) mean absolute error (MAE), and (3) product moment correlation (P ). Results show that the performances vary between 0.59 and 0.68, 0.42 and 0.50 and 0.77 and 0.82 for E f , MAE and P. Cumulative distribution functions were prepared from the regional scenarios of R H developed for combinations of predictors and emission scenarios. Results show a variation of 1 to 6% R H in the scenarios developed for combination of predictor sets for baseline period. For a future period (2001-2100), a variation of 6 to 15% R H was observed for the combination of emission scenarios and predictors. The variation was highest for A2 scenario and least for COMMIT and B1 scenario.
Introduction
Researchers and decision-makers who assess the impact of climate change in river basin development, agriculture, hydrology, irrigation management, etc., require future scenarios of relative humidity (R H ). In a river basin, R H is one of the variables used in the (1) estimation of evapotranspiration (ET) by Penman-Monteith method which is recommended as a standard method by the FAO (Allen et al 1998) . Precipitation and ET play key roles in the development of irrigation management programmes which require knowledge of when to irrigate and the amount of water to apply (Castellví et al 1996 (Castellví et al , 1997 Perez et al 2008) ; (2) estimation of evaporation from a variety of surfaces, such as lakes, rivers, soils and wet vegetation (Allen et al 1998) ; since evaporation depends on the energy supply, vapour pressure gradient (in terms of humidity) and wind; (3) assessment of crop growth (Castellví et al 1996) and stomatal conductance (Wang et al 2009) . Changes in humidity are important as they impact the hydrological cycle and surface energy budget (Vincent et al 2007) . R H is identified as one of the six cardinal variables used for quantitative climate impact studies based on variables (IPCC 2001) and regional shifts in its climatological distribution can have the potential to influence climate on a wide range of scales (Wright et al 2010) . The semi-arid regions which contribute about 17.7% of the total land surface area are highly sensitive to climate change and its variability (Ragab and Prudhomme 2002; Legesse et al 2003; Abdulla et al 2009) and so are affected by changes in humidity. Hence, there is need to develop future climate scenarios of R H in a river basin.
The future is uncertain and impossible to predict (Schenk and Lensink 2007) . A scenario provides a plausible description of how the future may develop. To assess the uncertainty and knowledge gaps associated with future, a spectrum of alternative futures (scenarios) are used. The uncertainty associated with future greenhouse gas emissions has been assessed in the Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES; Nakicenovic et al 2000) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) using the four SRES 'families'. Global climate models (GCMs) are used to construct scenarios of future climate change under a specified scenario of emissions. The output scenarios from the GCMs cannot be directly used at a regional scale due to the mismatch of spatial scales between GCMs on the one hand, and local observations and local impact assessments on the other hand.
In the past, future climate scenarios at a regional scale have been derived (i) based on analogies with different climatic zones or historical time periods or (ii) from GCMs using simple manipulation of current climate observations (e.g., change factor methodology, or CFM) and (iii) more sophisticated statistical and dynamical downscaling methodologies (Wilby et al 2000; Mearns et al 2001; Anandhi et al 2011) . The statistical downscaling technique derives empirical relationships that transform large-scale features of the GCM (LF) to regional-scale variables or site-specific variables (RSV).
RSV = g (LF)
.
(1)
There are three types of statistical downscaling namely, weather classification methods, weather generators and transfer functions. The review of downscaling techniques can be obtained from Fowler et al (2007) and Anandhi (2010) . Future scenarios are derived in this study using transfer functions as they are conceptually simple and the most common statistical downscaling approach (Schoof et al 2007) . Transfer functions capture the linear or nonlinear relationships between the large-scale atmospheric variables (predictors) and the local meteorological variable of interest (predictand). A vast majority of the statistical downscaling studies concentrate on temperature and precipitation and only a few studies have dealt with other atmospheric quantities such as humidity (Huth 2005) . In the past, only a handful of studies have statistically downscaled humidity using transfer functions (Enke and Spekat 1997; Huth 2005) .
The objective of this study is to develop regional scenarios of R H for a semi-arid region and investigate the uncertainties in the developed scenarios for the selected predictors and emission scenarios. The chosen methodology is tested for the Malaprabha river basin in Karnataka, India. Multilinear regression with stepwise screening (MSR) is the downscaling technique used in this study. A1B, A2, B1 and COMMIT are the emission scenarios considered.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the description of the study region and details of the data used. Section 3 describes the methodology developed in the study to arrive at scenarios of R H at river basin scale for different combinations of predictor and emission scenarios. Section 4 presents the results and discussion. Finally, section 5 provides summary of the work presented and conclusions drawn from the study.
Study region and data
The catchment of Malaprabha reservoir in Karnataka was considered for the study. It has an area of 2564 km 2 situated between 15
• 30 N and 15
• 56 N latitudes and 74
• 12 E and 75
• 15 E longitudes. The Malaprabha reservoir is a major source of water for the semi-arid region of north Karnataka. The reservoir supplies water for an irrigable area of 218191 hectares in north Karnataka. The location map of the study region is shown in figure 1 . The observed records of R H (predictand) were available on a monthly timescale from a gauging station near the region. It is situated in Gadag district (administrative division) at 15
• 25 N latitude and 75
• 38 E longitude, and has records for the period January 1978 to December 2000. Primary source of the data is the Water Resources Development Organization, Government of Karnataka, India. The R H is high during the monsoons (June to September) and low during the post-monsoon period. In summer, the weather is dry and humidity low. The mean monthly daytime R H in the basin during the monsoons ranges from 83 to 87%, while the same during post-monsoon (October to January) and summer (February to May) is 67 to 78% and 57 to 74%, respectively. • (represented as stars) are re-gridded to the nine 2.5
• NCEP grid points (represented as +). Among the nine grid points 1, 4 and 7 are in the Arabian Sea, and the remaining points are on land.
The monthly mean atmospheric variables and latent heat (predictors) were extracted from the database prepared by National Centres for Environmental Prediction (NCEP; Kalnay et al 1996; Kistler et al 2001) and simulations of the third generation Canadian coupled global climate model (CGCM).
The NCEP reanalysis data were extracted for the period January 1978 to December 2000 and available at two different spatial scales. The data of atmospheric variables were collated for nine grid points whose latitude ranges from 12.5
• N to 17.5
• N, and longitude ranges from 72.5
• E to 77.5 • E at a spatial resolution of 2.5
• . The data of latent heat flux was available at a different spatial resolution of approximately 1.9
• and extracted for 25 grid points whose latitude ranges from 10.48
• N to 18.1
• N and longitude ranges from 71.25
• E to 78.75
• E. For obtaining future projections of R H , monthly simulations of CGCM were considered for four emission scenarios (A1B, A2, B1 and COMMIT) that are relevant to the IPCC's fourth assessment report (AR4) (Alley et al 2007) . CGCM simulations for the period 1978-2000 were downloaded for the 20C3M scenario. The CGCM data were obtained (through website http://www.cccma.bc. ec.gc.ca/) for the period January 1978 to December 2100, for 12 grid points whose latitude ranges from 9.28
• N to 20.41
• N and longitude from 71.25
• E. The spatial resolution of CGCM output is 3.75
• along the longitude and approximately 3.75
• along the latitude. The GCM data and the information on atmospheric flux were re-gridded to a common 2.5
• grid using grid analysis and display system (GrADS; Doty and Kinter 1993) .
Methodology
This section briefly presents the various steps followed in the study (figure 2). The theory behind some of these steps is discussed in detail in the next section.
1. R H is the predictand and its observed data collected. 2. Predictors are selected such that the variables are as follows:
• readily available from archives of GCM output and reanalysis datasets • physically related with the predictand • based on previous studies Predictor variables are then screened using scatter plots and cross-correlations computed between (a) the predictor variables in NCEP and GCM data (b) the NCEP predictor variables and the predictand.
3. Predictors are stratified based on location. Among the nine grid points chosen for the study, six grid points lie on land and three grid points lie in the sea (figure 1). The separation of predictors into two groups (land and sea) is referred to as stratification based on location in this study. 4. Downscaling model is developed with MSR using MatLab (http://www.mathworks.com). Steps 4 and 5 are shown in figure 3. The predictors are standardized and principal components (PCs) which preserve more than 98% of the variance in the data were extracted, and corresponding principal directions are noted. Feature vector for each month was formed using the PCs extracted for the month. The feature vectors are inputs to the model and downscaled predictand is the output. The feature vectors formed are partitioned into a training set (calibration) and a testing set (validation) for the periods 1978-1993 and 1994-2000, respectively. A stepwise screening procedure is applied in model development. This is a systematic method for adding and removing terms from a multilinear model based on their statistical significance 10% in a regression. The method begins with an initial model and then compares the explanatory power of incrementally larger and smaller models. At each step, the p-value of an F -statistic is computed to test models with and without a potential term. If a term is not currently in the model, the null hypothesis is that the term would have a zero coefficient if added to the model. If there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis, the term is added to the model. Conversely, if a term is currently in the model, the null hypothesis is that the term has a zero coefficient. If there is insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis, the term is removed from the model. The method terminates when no single step improves the model. 5. Generate future scenarios for the period 2001 to 2100. To form feature vectors for GCM data, the PCs are extracted along principal directions obtained for the NCEP data. These feature vectors are processed through the validated downscaling model to obtain future projections of the predictand, for each of the four emission scenarios considered (i.e., SRES A1B, A2, B1 and COMMIT). While analysing the first part (a), the uncertainty due to predictors is selected as the source of uncertainty and then it is quantified by propagating it to the model outputs. In this study, the uncertainty due to predictors are quantified in terms of model performance using goodness-offit measures such as mean absolute error, NashSutcliffe coefficient of efficiency and correlation coefficient explained in equations (2-4).
(1) Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient of efficiency (E f , Nash and Sutcliffe 1970) is defined as:
(2) Mean absolute error (MAE, Johnson et al 2003) is given as:
(3) Product moment correlation (P, Pearson 1896) is defined as:
where N represents the number of feature vectors prepared from the NCEP record, y i andŷ i denote the observed and the downscaled (or generated) values of predictand, respectively, y and σ yi are the mean and the variance of the observed predictand, respectively.ȳ i andσ yi are the mean and the variance of the downscaled predictand, respectively. Earlier studies have used the goodness-of-fit measures such as mean absolute error, NashSutcliffe coefficient of efficiency, root mean square error, index of agreement to quantify uncertainty (Harmel and Smith 2007; Harmel et al 2009; Krueger et al 2009 Krueger et al , 2010 . In this study, R H observations are central to locating and quantifying uncertainty. For a particular predictor set, the value of the different measure represents the deviation of downscaled R H from the observed R H . In this study, when the observation and the downscaling method remain unchanged, using different predictor sets could result in different scenarios of downscaled R H which can be attributed to uncertainty in predictor sets. The range of the variation in the measure is used to represent the typical range of uncertainty that can be expected by using different combinations of predictors. Thus instead of using a single-valued prediction with unique explanations for a particular predictor set, this study explicitly gives the uncertainty (range for each measure). Here the uncertainty arising due to errors in predictor data, observations and downscaling models are not included.
Uncertainty across the different percentiles of downscaled R H is calculated using empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDF). The downscaled R H is arranged in an increasing order and the CDF is defined using equation (5).
where
CDF is the proportion of observations less than or equal to x, and the function (F n (x)) that assigns probability 1/n to each of x i (R H value). For the baseline period n=276, [12×23 years (1978-2000) ], while for future period n=1200, [12×100 years (2001-2100)]. Eight sets of predictor are chosen to study the uncertainty in predictors. They are, the set (1) consists of all the four predictors (Hus 925, Ta 925, Ta sur, and LH) for land grid points, set (2) comprises Ta 925 and Ta sur for land grid points, set (3) has three predictors (Hus 925, Ta 925 and Ta sur) for land grid points, whereas set (4) has only Hus 925 for land grid points. Sets (5-8) have the same four groups of predictors, but there is no stratification and so all the nine grids were considered.
There would be eight CDFs for downscaled R H using NCEP predictors and eight more CDFs using CGCM predictors for the baseline period. Similarly for future period, each of the four emission scenarios would have eight CDFs. From the CDFs, the maximum and minimum value of R H [max (R H,p ) , min (R H,p )] are estimated for each of the percentiles (p; y-axis of CDFs×100). Uncertainty range for a percentile (p) is the difference between the maximum and minimum value of R H (equation 6) and p varies between 0 and 100.
There would be two series of uncertainty ranges for the baseline period (one each for NCEP and CGCM predictors). Similarly, there would be four series of uncertainty ranges, one each for the four emission scenarios. The uncertainty ranges for the percentiles is plotted and its statistics such as mean, median, standard deviation, maximum and minimum for each series are calculated.
Results and discussion

Predictor selection and stratification
Large-scale atmospheric variables (LSAV) namely air temperature and specific humidity at 925 mb, surface air temperature and latent heat flux were considered as the probable predictors. They are denoted by Ta 925, Hus 925, Ta sur, and LH, respectively. Temperature and humidity are associated with local thermodynamic stability and hence are useful as predictors. Temperature affects the moisture-holding capacity and the pressure at a location. The pressure gradient affects the circulation, which in turn affects the moisture brought into the place and hence the humidity. At 925 mb pressure height, the boundary layer (near surface effect) is important. LH indicates the amount of moisture going from the surface to atmosphere. The amount of moisture held in the atmosphere is related to temperature through the 'Clausius-Clapeyron' equation. The ClausiusClapeyron relation describes the exponential increase of the water-holding capacity of the atmosphere with increasing temperature (T ) such that for a 1K increase in T , surface saturated specific humidity or saturated vapour pressure should increase approximately by 7%, increasing with latitude and altitude (Willett et al 2008) .
The scatter plots and cross-correlations computed between the NCEP predictor variables and the predictand are shown in figure 4(a) . From the perusal of the figure and the cross-correlations computed it was observed that Hus 925 has the highest correlation with predictand (0.75), while the rest of the predictors have comparatively lesser correlations. The temperature predictors are negatively correlated (-0.41 to -0.31) with the predictand while Hus 925 and LH had a positive correlation with the predictand.
Stratification was carried out because the factors governing changes in R H over land and sea are different and it would be interesting to study this effect on downscaling. Large-scale atmospheric Calibration (1978 Calibration ( -1993 Calibration ( ) and validation (1994 Calibration ( -2000 results for monthly downscaled R H using set (5) and set (6).
All R H values are in %. The first plot has the following three time series (i) downscaled R H using set (5) (solid red lines), (ii) downscaled R H using set (6) (dotted blue lines) and observed R H (solid black line). The scatterplots show the monthly downscaled R H versus the observed monthly R H for calibration and validation periods. The lines on the scatterplots show 1:1 relationship.
circulation patterns are the primary drivers of day-to-day and inter-annual variations in surface climate, bringing with them local to regional-scale changes in features of surface weather such as humidity, precipitation and temperature that are characteristic to those patterns (Vrac et al 2007) . The PDFs of the predictors in land and sea are shown in figure 4(b). It can be observed from the figure that the differences in the distribution between land and sea vary with predictors. The difference is less for temperature at 925 mb pressure level than at the surface.
To study the differences among predictors, they are divided into four groups, namely all the four predictors (Hus 925, Ta 925, Ta sur, and LH), three predictors (Hus 925, Ta 925, Ta sur), temperature predictors only (Ta 925, Ta sur) and only Hus 925 predictor. The cross-correlations computed between predictors in land and the predictand have slightly higher values, indicating that the predictor-predictand relationship improved marginally due to location-based stratification. The results of the effect of stratification on downscaling are discussed in the next few subsections.
Downscaling model
R H estimated using eight downscaling models (one for each predictor set) is compared with the observed R H for the calibration (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) and validation (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) periods. Among the models, the model developed using set (5) had the highest Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient of efficiency (E f ) of 0.68. This set consists of all the four predictors (Hus 925, Ta 925, Ta sur and LH) without stratification. Model developed using set (6) comprising only temperature predictors (Ta 925 and Ta sur) without stratification had the least E f of 0.58. The time series of downscaled R H using models with Value of measure
Set (1) Set (2) Set (3) Set (4) Set (5) Set (6) Set (7) Set (8) Figure 7 4.3 Uncertainty in downscaled R H for baseline period The uncertainty range that can be expected in the performance of downscaled R H due to the predictors selected from NCEP datasets in this study is between 0.59 and 0.68 for E f , 0.42 to 0.50 for MAE and 0.77 to 0.82 for P (figure 7b). Although the performance of the downscaling models did not improve with stratification, the uncertainty range decreased with stratification ( figure 7b ). The ranges in the performance measures due to stratification are 0.63 to 0.66 for E f , 0.46 to 0.49 for MAE and 0.80 to 0.81 for P. The uncertainty range in the downscaled R H across the different percentiles due to the predictors selected is shown in figure 8 . It can be observed from the figure and the statistics calculated that:
(i) uncertainty range is between 1 and 5.4% R H due to the predictors selected from NCEP datasets and it increases slightly from 1.5% to 6.5% R H for GCM predictor sets, (ii) while using NCEP and GCM predictor sets, uncertainty range statistics in the downscaled values are: the average 2.2 and 4.4% R H , the standard deviation 0.7 and 1.4% R H , median 1.5 and 4.1% R H , respectively, (iii) uncertainty range statistics are higher for R H downscaled using GCM predictors when compared to the NCEP. This is due to the differences between the predictors obtained from the two sources, and (iv) the uncertainty ranges are higher at the extreme values of R H (close to 0th and 100th percentiles).
Uncertainty in downscaled R H for SRES scenarios (2001-2100)
The CDFs and the uncertainty range in the downscaled R H due to the predictors selected and four emission scenarios (A1B, A2, B1 and COMMIT) are shown in figure 9 . For the four emission scenarios, the minimum uncertainty range in R H is observed for the F (x) values ∼0.3 to 0.5 (∼30 to 50 percentiles), while the maximum ranges in R H are observed close to 1st and 90th percentiles. This Figure 8 . The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) (column 1), estimated from observed and downscaled R H for eight sets of predictor for the baseline period . The uncertainty range in the downscaled R H (column 2). The legend is for CDFs (column 1). indicates that for the four emission scenarios, the differences in the CDFs from the eight predictor sets is less around the median values of downscaled R H (less uncertainty range), while the differences in CDFs were more for the extreme values of downscaled R H (more uncertainty range). The maximum ranges in the A2, A1B, B1 and COMMITs scenarios are between 11 and 15% R H . The mean range is between 8.5 and 10% R H . The standard deviations of the ranges were 0.5 and 1.8% R H . All the statistics of the range show that the uncertainty due to the predictors is maximum for A2 scenario, while B1 and COMMIT scenarios had the least uncertainty.
Summary
The future scenarios of monthly relative humidity (R H ) for Malaprabha river basin, was estimated using a transfer function (a type of statistical downscaling technique). For this purpose, MLR is used. The objective of this study was to estimate scenarios of R H and investigate the uncertainties in the estimated scenarios for the choice of emission scenarios and predictors.
The predictors considered in this study are largescale atmospheric variables namely air temperature and specific humidity at 925 mb, surface air temperature and latent heat flux. The predictor variables are obtained from (1) NCEP reanalysis dataset for the period 1978-2000, and (2) simulations of the third generation CGCM for the period 1978-2100. Four emission scenarios pertaining to the IPCC fourth assessment report (AR4) were used in this study. They were SRES A1B, A2, B1 and COMMIT.
The predictors were stratified based on the location of the grid point (land or sea) to study its effect on downscaling. Out of the nine grid points chosen in this study, six grid points are on land and rest are in sea. The predictors were grouped into eight sets (four sets for land grid points and four without stratification). An MLR downscaling model was developed for each predictor set. For the baseline period , the performance of the downscaled R H obtained for eight models are compared using three performance measures (1) Nash-Sutcliffe error estimate (E f ), (2) mean absolute error (MAE), and (3) product moment correlation (P ). Results show for the predictors selected in this study, the performance of the downscaled R H did not improve with stratification. The E f would vary between 0.59 and 0.68 without stratification. However, the variation in the performance of the downscaling models were reduced with stratification (E f between 0.63 and 0.66). Similar results were observed in MAE and P performance measures.
CDFs were calculated using the downscaled R H for combinations of predictor sets (8), predictor data source (2) and emission scenarios (4). For the baseline period, the uncertainty range in the downscaled R H using NCEP and CGCM varies between 1 and 6.6% R H . For the future period (2001-2100), for the four emission scenarios, the uncertainty range in the downscaled R H varies between 5 and 15% R H .
Further investigation is required in predicting R H using other GCMs and downscaling methods. These are deferred for future studies.
